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Black Triangle
BY TRISTIS BHAIRD Censorship versus us:

ce’r

I am not normally as nasty as my first column were trying to maintain control over their lives 
seemed. There were extenuating circum- and still sleep with men.
stances that lead to my unloading on you, I have decided to let them figure it out for don't mind this. I do, after all, prioritize is- 
none of which I need to go into here. Mostly themselves for a while. sues differently than straight women. I par-

lough, was reeling pretty positive about my There are far too many threats to my own ticipate (sometimes subconsciously) in activi-
own life at the time, the folks I felt angry for community, and most of these are being ig- ties and (at least appear to) hold attitudes that
were the heterosexual women I know who noted or downplayed by straight women who drive them nuts.

see themselves - or who want to be seen ■ as 
feminist, and me as “other". Sometimes I

More often, I am stunned to find myself in 
a group I thought would be glad for my con
tribution, only to face attitudes that exclude 
me or my experience. I discover that 1 must 
battle internal politics that should have been 
overcome, but weren’t, long ago, because 
there wasn't an out lesbian participating in the 

process.
One example of this is the gagging of gay 

media and gay print in Canada. This is not a 
simple issue. There are several different sides 
to it. Allow me to attempt to portray them:

First, you have a call from feminists who 
want the government to stop the pornogra
phy trade from exploiting women and encour
aging rape etc.

Next, freedom of speech frontliners end 
up sharing the front line with porn lovera and 
sellers claiming the right to read porn if you 

want to.
The authorities compromise by banning 

only the most extreme “offenders”.
The heterosexual people who follow the 

heterosexual rules regaining this problem 

decide that homosexuality is an extreme in 
and of itself.

gayness is offensive.
Dykes like me find ourselves drawn into a 

debate where we have no place ro ">nd, no 
sides to choose, we are simply ’ ^ets of
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Wimmin's Room

by Liz Lautard the battle. I think I know what a tree in Viet
nam might have felt just before Agent Orange 
finally ended its life.

Pornography is the bane of heterosexual 
sex relations and dangerous to all women. 1 
don’t blame straight women for fighting it.

Freedom of speech is incredibly important 
to me, partly because I know we gay folk are 
first up against the wall every time.

But, gay material straights call porn (even 
the stuff that we call porn) is not the destruc
tive end result of decadence and violence. We 
haven’t had the time, or freedom to goof 
around with destruction. Later, when we have 
as much of our sensuality acceptable as 
straights have of theirs we can decide to sepa
rate the wheat from the chaff.

1 am not advocating the exploitation of 
children or animals, or condoning violence. I 
am asking straight people to let us be the 
judge of our own culture from our own per
spective, and asking us to educate ourselves 
about what gay material is out there.

1 am calling this matter a gay issue. 1 refuse 
to fall in meekly with either the feminists or 
the “freedom of speech’’ crew. After all 1 will 
only end up disagreeing with both.

It is Halloween once again and that means lit
tle kids dressing up as Ninja Turtles, ghosts 
and witches. At one time I would not have 
thought much about this because witches and 
Halloween seem to go hand in hand. Little 
girls dressing up as witches with their pointy 
hats, black attire and broomsticks are 
mon sights as they make their way to each 
and every house in their neighbourhood.

in my house. Witches, witches and more 
witches!

of putting them down. Now, it is my (rather 
limited) understanding that women who prac- 

What was the cause for this new perspec- rice Wicca can be powerful women. Is Soci-
tive? A couple of summers ago in my Worn- ety perhaps threatened by powerful women
en’s Studies seminar 1 watched a film entitled: and therefore feels the need to associate it
The Burning Times. It opened with little with evil and as an opposite to Christianity?

kids, some dressed as witches, trick-or-treat- Heaven forbid that our little girls have pow-
ing. This film forever changed my view of erful female role models to look up to.
witches. I do not pretend to know or under- As a way of keeping Wicca deemed 'unac-
stand anything about Wicca nor about those ceptable’ Christianity distorted the meaning 
who practice who call themselves witches. behind the Wtch’s symbols, like her broom, 
But, I do have a different perspective of cat and cauldron. What appears to me to be a
witches and this has had an impact in my eve
ryday life.

<f

com-

E. However, this Halloween 1 could not help 
but take a different perspective at some of the 
usual Halloween paraphernalia. First, there 
was the list of children’s books with the Hal
loween theme available at the Library, with 
titles such as “Which Witch is Witch?”. Then 
there was the picture my six-year-old sister 
brought home from school of the stereotypi
cal witch complete with her broomstick, cat 
and cape. And, of course, 1 have seen the usual 
array of commercial products at the mall and

! The police raid gay bookstores. The con
fiscate gay porn, and stuff they perceive as 

porn.

positive religion for some individuals, is 
turned into a commercial (not to mention 
frivolous) product to make money off of and, 

Witches traditionally have been portrayed as a way to keep women ‘in their place.’ 
negatively. They are seen as evil women who Anyway, these thoughts had been on my 
do harm to others. People use the word mind lately due to the impending arrival of
‘witch’ as an insult for women, like they use Halloween. My purpose behind writing this
the word ‘bitch’. People will call women 
‘witches’ if they want to insult them, as a way look on witches. I welcome any feedback or 

————information that individuals could pass onto

Customs officials look for books destined 
for coop or gay bookstores and confiscate 
entire crates of gay material, argue for years 
in the courts that it should be banned, and 
end up burning the material rather than re
leasing it when they lose (actual case).

The CRTC allows hearings on whether gay 
programmers have a right to broadcast their 
material without stating continuously that

1

column was simply to offer a different out-

EXPERIENCE JAPAN me.

About 350 Canadians will experience Japan as 
Assistant English Teachers beginning August 1, 1994.

The 1994 Japan Exchange and 
Teaching (JET) Programme

Nathaniel: Sacred gift 
of God

Metanoia
by John Valk i

The JET Programme is an international cultural exchange 
sponsored by the by the Government of Japan. Applicants must 
be Canadian, have a bachelors degree by the end of June 1994 
and preferably be under the age of 35. Salary is approximately 
$3,000 Canadian/month.

The second of my three sons had a birthday 
this past Sunday. It was his sixth. Anticipation 
climaxed on the eve of his “great day”. That 
he slept the night before was miraculous. 
Thankfully, even energy intensified little bod
ies do become fatigued, given time.

A sixth birthday is no ordinary event, I’ve 
learned for the second time. In ways we adults 
may no longer folly grasp, this birthday is a 
rite of passage of sorts. For one, six year olds 

now go to a real school, they inform us with 
ample pride. They now also need two hands 
to count their birthdays. And, that additional 
candle on the cake proves no match for the 
extra lung capadty generated over the past

“mega” excited, as they put it. They anticipate 
their arrival, and bemoan their passing. And, 
they do not hide the fact.

Some of this is a marked contrast to adults. 
Few will voluntarily divulge their age. For 
some birthdays come and go with little fan
fare. I met someone last week who had no 
time to mark his birthday. He was too tied up 
with things, his wife was out of town, and the 
children were all out of the house. Fortu
nately, some close friends came to the res-

other, even possibly committed to each other. 
Unfortunately such is not always the case, and 
increasingly so today.

Much worse, however, is the failure to at
tach anything sacred to our beginning, even 
our primal (fetal) beginning. The unfortunate 
result is that our prime beginning can be dis
pensed (aborted) at will, which is of course 
also being done increasingly. If birthdays are 
not special and sacred, are our (fetal) lives also 
not special and sacred, despite the circum
stances?

It was Eliade that caused me, some years 
back, to reflect on some of my own earlier 
birthdays, and even some more recent ones. 
What was especially striking in that reflection 
was what parents, family and close friends 
would never fail to mention. What was never 
neglected, and quite specifically so, was a 
thanksgiving for the many years I had been 
given. But given by whom? Parents? My 
mother?

Now that I have children of my own, I have 
also gained a greater sensitivity to the sacred
ness of a birthday. But that sacredness does 
not arise from me, or from profane, everyday 
life (as Eliade put it). The sacredness of a birth
day — no, of life itself — derives from only 

one source.
We gave expression to that source in the 

very name we gave to our second son. We 
called him Nathaniel. It means “gift of God".

Six year olds are exuberant about birthdays 
because of special attention focused on them. 
They may not yet folly fathom their sacred
ness. My partner-for-life and I, though ex
hausted after an eneigy intensive day, 
theless regarded the event as sacred. This 
makes the sixth year we have been blessed, 
and entrusted, with this “gift from God". We 
prayed that we might have anothersacred day 

next year.

Do net send resumes. For details and an application form write 
The JET Desk

Consulate-General of Japan 
600 de la Gauchetiere West, Suite 1785 

Montreal, QC 
H3B 4L8

(No faxes please!) cue.
Mircea Eliade, the well-known historian of 

religion from the University of Chicago, saw 
birthdays as sacred days. He felt they ought 
to be celebrated as such. It was birthdays, he 
aigued, which provided the unique opportu
nity to refit t back to one’s own “coming into 
being”.

That coming into being is most sacred. It 
is not unrelated to that which gives meaning 
to all of life. In effect, that which creates and 
sustains life in general, gives human life its 
sacredness.

Of course, we can easily reduce the origin 
of human life to the biological. We can hope 
then that at least our coming into being re
sulted from two people enthralled with each

year.ETERNITY i
Fortunately, the celebrative event does not 

necessarily present a radical departure from 
days previous. The dollar value of a gift is not 

yet a concern (you can still slip in a garage 
sale item). They enjoy their gifts, large or 
small, simple or complex. They will still invite 
a classmate of the opposite sex (probably the 
last year, though). And, interpersonal con
flicts, though dynamic at times, have limited 
longevity.

Children get excited about birthdays —
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24 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
FREE CONSULTATIONS

CaIvIn KIeIn
Your complimentary gift with any $40 purchase or more 
of Calvin Klein Eternity for Men contains:

• Bath Gel 50 ml • After Shave Balm 50ml
• Deodorant Stick • 15 ml Eau de Toilette

Reid & Schriver Electrolysis
181 WESTMORLAND ST.

SUITE 104
FREDERICTON, N.B.

"The only permanent method of hair removal for men and women"

DISPOSABLE & INDIVIDUAL NEEDLES 
FACE - EYEBROWS - BODY - LEGS

none-
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9!ace cfttst346 Queen St.I 450-2143 (506) 455-1533
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